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Animation Myanimelist Neten Press On Twitter 9 3 The new release Predator Wolfi brain puzzle God animated TV trough welcome, all, again. I have returned from pro development classes at Merose Naval Air Force Base, and I would like to thank all the people again. It was strange and sobering to return to the military base after too
long, and i realized this week's review that the GrandCrest War record might have helped shape my choices. This series sets that the various people of the Atlatan continent are threatened by the expression of evil chaos corresponding to the European Middle Ages of our world. How to explain better. . . In Nessey, you will remember that
the Church basically created evil objects to scare and control the uneducated masses through fear of evil, magic, and random evil. In the world of this show, the church does not have the overwhelming influence. You still have nobility and peasants, but there are wizards who have a foothold that is almost equal to the priesthood. But
these wizards do not seem to enjoy the autonomy of a separate protected class, like the [Christian] clergy in Europe. Rather, it enters into a contract that is very similar to the oath of the aristocracy, which in itself causes problems. As you can remember from the historical ranks, medieval Europe operated through a combined
class/government/social system called feudalism. Feudalism not only separated society into the three major classes (farmers, nobility, and clergy), but also established loyalty to them, which can be complicated very quickly. Even at the lowest level, the peasants immediately served the church and the two owners of the local prince (or
equivalent). The article was the lowest end of the aristocracy, but served majors or minors. The minor princes served the greater princes until they served the monarch (or equivalent). Of course, the princes often purchase church positions for young sons who do not have inheritance, and one class is infiltrated by one class, with all kinds
of understanding and loyalty. Add to the fact that aristocrats tend to marry only within themselves, and that political marriage was the norm, and you see people who have already vowed to make new and additional oaths to others. That's right, while it's still bound to one and the other binding. As a historical example of how uncomfortable
and confusing this can be, peruse the biography of Prince William, Earl of Pembroke, who served five other British kings: [ . And he actually pulled rather well; Many others did not. (Special thanks to www.historyinanhour.com!) We're looking at the same kind of complexity. In our show. And as in medieval Europe, these nobility (and, to
some extent, wizards) are bound by the chivalrous normof conduct, called the Code of Lords. Historical cavalry demanded a certain attitude and restraint from its supporters, but unlike many modern interpretations of it, it was mainly practiced by the aristocracy and the aristocracy. It did not provide protection for farmers, most of whom
were considered chattel. (Note that the ethys of a villain or bore or an English word villain meaning crime are lowered from borrowing the French word to describe a peasant.) The prevalence of this cavalry makes it much easier to do things for the real villains of our story, who simply rebelled against social rules that shrunk their
competitors. After all, winning is much easier if you cheat. And finally, it all brings me: it's been a fun series so far, but now I've gone beyond my own quality standards and climbed into the realm of greatness. In the world of this story, aristocrats have the magic energy and sentences associated with titles that can be given exaggerated
powers. Our protagonist is one Theo Korna, a commoner who defeats the expression of chaos and gets sentences. He wants to use sentences to march into the feudal ranks, ultimately uniting them and thus defeating and ending chaos, and to end the war between individuals and even the lord population. Joining him in this ambition is
the immensely young Marge Silluca Meletes, who had to sign a contract with the Countess of Artuk. Looking at Theo's potential, she started instead swearing at him and helping to formulate a long-term strategy to achieve his common goals. And we embark on an educational adventure through the audience medieval wars and political
intrigues, rather than as we do with Mao Yuu Mau Yusha - neither has the refined subtlety or historical minutiae of this spice and wolf, but you can still clearly see its influence. (Alone, we miss you!) And we arrived in Episode 9, and the very own Red Wedding episode of this show (even I know, never watched Game of Thrones without
reading). After this, nothing is the same; Nothing can be the same. Margrave Marin changed everything, and the change was as sudden as a rivet! Converted from fan to devotee. [Parent Note: Rich fan service. And in a series based on violence, Episode 9 shows particularly cruel and explicit sexual content.] Content.]
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